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Introduction

u Amanda Wasserman
u University of Rochester - Columbia
u Why this program

u Work From Home Institute

u Interests
u Dark matter

u Cosmology

u Supernovas
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Dark Matter

u Luminous matter is only ~5% 
of universe
u What is the rest?

u Massive particle, we believe 
it interacts weakly
u Hence WIMP
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Credit: M. Blanton and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
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Evidence for Dark Matter

u Gravitational lensing
u Galaxy rotation curves
u Large scale structure of the universe

u Weblike, voids and clusters

u Bullet cluster



XENONnT 5

u Looking for particle 
signals

u Scintillation - WIMPs
u TPC
u PMTs, signals
u Gran Sasso

u Cosmic muons

u Similar signal
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My Projects

u Liquid Purification
u Modeling Flow Rate of Liquid Xenon Through Liquid Purification System

u Modeling Cooling Techniques for Xenon Through Liquid Purification 
System

u Test PMTs from XENON100 to use in a future cold test



Introduction to 
Liquid Xenon 
Purification
u Never been done before

u Quantity of Xenon

u Other experiments using 
quantity, but don’t have 
purification

u Pump
u Heat exchanger
u Bypass

Skid on next page
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Flow Rate, Pressure, and 
the Proportional Valve
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Amanda Wasserman

Summary

u Goal is to find the pressure needed from a specific 
adjustable valve to get the flow rate that we want

u Do this by calculating the change in pressure along 
the two paths of the skid

u Use the flow coefficient (how well liquid can flow 
through something) to determine these pressures

u The pressures will be the same along both paths

u The flow rates along both paths will add to 25 lpm
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Finding Pressure

Consider the green loop to be

= of height difference + of filter + 
on/off filters + of Rn column bypass

Consider the red loop to be

= of proportional valve

P1

P2
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Finding Pressure cont.
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Finding Pressure Cont

Where is for the proportional valve

We can set these two pressures equal to each other and simplify it down to



Proportional Valve 14

Thus we can graph the    of the proportional valve as a function of flow rate:

Amanda Wasserman

For a flow rate of 5 lpm in the 
main path, we need a in the 
proportional valve of 1.4



Conclusion 15
u To have a flow of 5 lpm through the main path, we must have a Cv

of 1.4 in the proportional valve.
u Proportional valve controlled by current
u For a flow rate of 5 lpm in the main path, we need a current of 

10.461 milliamps.



Heat Input to LXe
Purification
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Amanda Wasserman

Summary

u Find how much cooling power we can get 
from the heat exchanger
u Cooled by liquid nitrogen

u Including heat added from pump

u Find the temperature of the liquid xenon at 
equilibrium

u Calculate power input to the detector
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18Change in Temperature From 
Heat Exchanger

u Equation:
u Maximum Cooling Power = Temperature Difference * Flow Rate * Heat 

Capacity

u Maximum cooling power: 500 Watts
u Flow Rate: 25 lpm=1.25 kg/s
u Heat capacity of liquid xenon: 177 J/kg K
Thus our temperature difference would be 2.26 K



19Change in Temperature From 
Pump

u Same equation:
u Maximum Cooling Power = Temperature Difference * Flow Rate * Heat 

Capacity

u Heating Power from Pump: 185 Watts
u Flow Rate: 25 lpm=1.25 kg/s
u Heat capacity of liquid xenon: 177 J/kg K

Thus our temperature difference would be .836 K



20Finding the Equilibrium 
Temperature

T0 is comprised of the green flow which has 
5 lpm and the red which has 20 lpm of 
xenon. Therefore we take a weighted 
average to find the combined 
temperature.
Then we subtract 2.26 K and add .836 K 
from the heat exchanger and pump.
Then the path splits into red and green, 
both with the same temperature, T1. Each 
time the red path flows through, it cools 
more until it reaches an equilibrium. 177 K T0

T1
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Equilibrium Temperature

u Create a for loop that plots the temperature 
every time the xenon goes through a loop of 
the bypass.

u We find that after about 20 loops, the bypass 
will come to an equilibrium temperature of just 
under 170 K.

u Where Ti is the equivalent of T1 and Ti+1 of T0
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Power Entering the Detector

u Same equation:
u Maximum Cooling Power = Temperature Difference * Flow Rate * Heat 

Capacity
u Flow Rate: 5 lpm=.25 kg/s
u Heat capacity: 177 J/kg K
u Temperature difference = 177 K - 170 K = 7 K
u Thus our power input to the detector would be 309 Watts
*to be expected as we lose 500 Watts from heat exchanger and gain 185 
from pump
u This is too much cooling power as we expected about 200 Watts 

(XENON1t saw 140 Watts) of input into the detector. This would cool the 
detector much more than we want.



23Heat Exchanger at Different 
Efficiencies

We then calculated the expected temperature for different power 
from the heat exchanger and we get the following:

We would want the green line as this is 
enough power to counteract the heat 
input in the detector.

In this case, we could leave the heat 
exchanger on constantly and achieve a 
temperature equilibrium of about 172.5 K.

Don’t have to worry about freezing the
Xenon as the heat exchanger prevents this



Conclusion 25

u We assume linearity in the flow rate of the liquid nitrogen and 
cooling power (which we believe we can do, as the liquid nitrogen 
becomes evaporated once it is used). Thus using 385 Watts of the 
possible 500.

u This would counteract the heat input into the detector. It would be 
able to complete the job of the cooler.



PMT Testing For 
Cold Tests
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Amanda Wasserman

Summary
u Six 1-inch photomultipliers used in XENON100 

and one 1-inch photomultiplier from Zurich 
were found

u Figure out if they are working
u Cold tests
u Will detect potential light projection
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28Checking and Drawing Circuits

u Ensure correct resistances
u No shortages
u 6/7 boards were as expected



Connecting PMTs to High 
Voltage and Digitizer
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u Stripping wires

u Soldering to cables

u Blackbox



Connecting PMTs to High 
Voltage and Digitizer Cont. 29

u LED (pulse generator, optical fiber)

u Oscilloscope

u Digitizer

u Connected to computer



Conclusion 30

u Have seven working PMTs, more have been shipped from Columbia 
to test

u Will be able to be used in cold test
u Trouble shooting issues, testing remaining PMTs, and analysis on the 

data we collected - done by Will
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